Abstract-Crowdsourcing is now invaluable in many domains for performing data collection and analysis by distributing tasks to workers, yet the true potential of crowdsourcing lies in workers not only performing tasks or answering questions but also in using their intuition and experience to contribute new tasks or questions for subsequent crowd analysis. Algorithms to efficiently assign tasks to workers focus on fixed question sets, but exploration of a growing set of questions presents greater challenges. For example, Markov Decision Processes made significant advances to question assignment algorithms, but they do not naturally account for hidden state transitions needed to represent newly contributed questions. We consider growing question sets as growing networks of items linked by questions. If these networks grew at random, they would obey classic 'rich-getricher' dynamics, where the number of questions associated with an item depends on how early the item entered the network. This leads to more crowd time spent answering questions related to older items and less time exploring newer items. We introduce a probability matching algorithm to curtail this bias by efficiently distributing workers between exploring new questions and addressing current questions. The method handles non-network growing question sets equally well. Experiments and simulations demonstrate that this algorithm can efficiently explore an unbounded set of questions while maintaining confidence in crowd answers.
Introduction and Related Work
The birth of the internet redefined almost every aspect of our lives, and recently this includes how we use human resources to get our work done. Crowdsourcing [1, 2, 3, 4] to complete tasks (workers) to others who need work completed (crowdsourcers). Crowdsourcing often distributes tasks that are easy for humans to solve, but may be difficult for a computer. Tasks are usually not given to a single worker, but completed by multiple workers and a statistical conclusion is drawn from their aggregated work. This takes advantage of multiple repeated answers to the same question, combining information to infer a probable answer [4] . For example, parsing human written text can be a difficult task and optical character recognition systems may be unable to identify all scanned words [5, 6, 7] . The reCaptcha [8] system takes scanned images of text which were difficult for computers to recognize and hands them off to internet workers for recognition. By solving quick and easy tasks, reCaptcha is able to translate massive quantities of text. Breaking a problem into manageable, parallel tasks lets workers finish tasks quickly while at the same time allows the crowdsourcer to maintain high confidence in aggregated work. Over the past years, different disciplines and companies have paid attention to the quality/efficiency benefits crowdsourcing offers, and an explosive boom of projects have been created [9, 10, 11] .
Past research examines aggregation techniques in detail, but deciding on an optimal way to assign particular tasks to workers, and in what order, remains an active area of research. Task selection methods based on Thompson sampling [12] have been applied successfully to crowdsourcing [13, 14] . Previous work on optimal task assignment usually takes the form of a Markov Decision Process (MDP) [15, 16, 17] . MDP provides a rigorous mathematical framework to test policies for allocating jobs to workers [18, 19] . Several goals under this framework can be identified: optimal methods to aggregate answers [15, 20, 21, 22, 23] acknowledge that different workers possess unique expertise and use this to pair questions with workers who performed well in the past [24, 25] . A simple proposal to account for differing expertise weights worker's answers to a question relative to their historical performance on questions of a similar type [17] .
Often a budget limits the total crowdsourcing resources available. [17, 26, 27, 28] , either due to financial limits when workers are compensated or time constraints where the speed or size of the crowd are much smaller than the set of tasks to be performed or questions to be answered. Budgetary limit studies usually center on a few problem-specific scenarios such as the set of questions and worker's answers are fixed, or the set of questions are fixed and the worker's answers derive from a probability model. Likewise, algorithms may approach question selection sequentially and as a function of previous answers, or simultaneously.
Sequential algorithms concentrate on picking questions to achieve higher reliability, but at the cost of a slower rate of answered questions. On the contrary, simultaneous algorithms sacrifice reliability for a high volume of answers.
To the best of our knowledge, previous studies considering efficient use of crowd resources do not consider a set of questions capable of growing as workers provide answers and also propose related questions.
Yet, the truest expression of crowdsourcing must incorporate the intuition and experience of workers, who are potentially capable of providing the crowdsourcer with far more actionable information for many problem domains [29, 30] .
To this end, we introduce a new type of question structure, a question network. As workers answer a given question (Reply) they are given the opportunity to propose a related question (Supply) and grow the network. Potential applications for crowdsourced question networks include:
• Exploring social networks ("Are Alice and Bob friends?" "Who else is friends with Alice?" "With Bob?")
• Product recommendations ("Have you bought a camera and laptop together?" "What else would someone buy when buying a camera?")
• Image classification ("Does this photo contain a horse and a mountain?" "What else does it contain?")
• Causal entailment ("Do you think 'hot weather' causes 'violent crime'?" "What causes 'violent crime'?")
• Health informatics: Crowdsourcing patient reports to find connections between co-occurring symptoms, new drug interactions, etc. ("Do you suffer from symptom X?" "Describe another symptom you may have?" "Do you take drug Y?" "What other drugs do you take?")
In all these examples, new questions can be built by combining crowd-suggested options with options from the original question, leading to a network structure of interrelated questions. Further, we will show that this network representation naturally generalizes a non-network question set, and the methods we develop here are fully applicable to both question sets and question nets.
Study of question networks can be informed by the booming field of network science [31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38] . Network science has studied concrete statistical properties governing how theoretical and real-world networks grow and behave. One property, the scale-free ('Rich-get-richer') degree distribution [33] , is present in many real-world networks. In brief, a scale-free network contains a multitude of small-degree nodes and a handful of nodes with high-degree, connecting together large portions of the network.
This manuscript introduces a network perspective as a natural way to guide workers toward efficient exploration of a growing network of items and questions. In detail, this manuscript makes the following novel contributions:
1. The introduction of a growing network of linked questions with an accompanying theoretical analysis 2. The use of Thompson sampling to develop a crowd-steering algorithm that leverages efficient exploration of an evolving set of tasks or questions while maintaining confidence in answers.
3. Experiments that demonstrates the theoretical principles of a stochastic growing question network, and a second experiment that efficiently controls the network.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes and analyzes a network model of how a self-guided network is built from a crowd (Sec. 2.1), and Sec. 2.2 proposes a method for efficiently assigning questions to workers as the question set grows. Section 3 describes experiments to test the proposed theory and methods, Sec. 4 presents the results of these experiments, and Sec. 5 concludes with a discussion and future work.
Methods
We introduce a graphical model of a growing question network and study its properties under a null condition where the crowdsourcer assigns questions to workers randomly without use of a "steering" algorithm to provide guidance (Sec. 2.1). We then use these properties to develop a probability matching algorithm which provides said guidance to the crowdsourcer (Sec. 2.2).
Growing question network model
The upcoming methodology relies on the common language of network science, and the authors further modify this common language to more closely align with the application of crowdsourcing. We model a growing set of questions as a graph 1 We focus on the case where questions are binary, e.g, when workers are asked whether or not a link between two items should exist. Edge weights on links capture the number of 'yes' and 'no' answers given by workers. However, this graph representation is flexible enough to allow edge weights to contain any number of dimensions and there are no restrictions imposed on how workers propose questions. Moreover, this framework does not require such a graphical structure between items. It is capable of representing growing question sets without such relations, for example, a collection of disjoint questions always containing the response items 'True' and 'False' only.
Null model We propose a generative null model for a growing question network [39, 40] . Beginning from a network with one question, a crowdsourcer randomly chooses existing questions to send to workers also chosen at random. Those workers answer the questions and then with some probability also propose new questions. We study the properties of the network under these assumptions to motivate the development of a probability matching algorithm that can allow a crowdsourcer to efficiently explore the growing question network.
The null model initializes (at time t = 0) a network of 2 nodes with a single undirected and weighted link connecting them. A weight on each link tallies the number of times workers answered that the link should or should not exist. Under the null model, every link (i, j) has an associated innovation rate ρ i j . The innovation rate defines the probability a random worker will introduce a new question into the network when presented with that particular question. If she chooses to innovate, the new question may relate to either or both of the items of the original question the worker was given.
Specifically, suppose a a random worker is given question (u, v) relating items u and v. Under the null model:
1. The worker answers question (u, v) (probability 1 2 ).
2. The worker proposes a new item w to study (probability ρ uv ):
(a) w is linked to one of the items of the original question (probability γ uv ). A single new question, either (u, w) or (v, w) chosen uniformly at random, is introduced.
(b) w links to both items of the original question (probability 1 − γ uv ). Two new questions, (u, w) and (v, w), are introduced.
3. Repeat from (1) with another sampled question and worker until termination.
See Fig. 1 Assuming different parameter values for each link is a simplification in that it assumes workers have comparable innovation rates. However, given sufficient data, a crowdsourcer can propose a statistical model for link parameters as well as for features of the workers, and use statistical inference to estimate these parameters during crowdsourcing (see also Discussion).
We now prove several average properties of this null model. The network's global properties explain the overall growth of the network, while local properties reveal how and when specific items gather questions. Studying the characteristics of the randomly growing, uncontrolled network informs policies that a crowdsourcer may use to manipulate the network (such as the algorithm we develop in Sec. 2.2).
The first theorem describes question growth in the random uncontrolled network.
Theorem 1 (Rate of question growth). The total number of links M(t) as a function of time t can be modeled on average as M(t) = ηt + 1 where η = ρ (2 − γ ) is termed the exploration rate.
Proof. In order for the network to grow a worker must suggest an additional question, which occurs with probability on average ρ (average of ρ i j ). Once the worker commits to a suggestion, one question is added with probability on average γ or two questions are added with probability on average 1 − γ . Combining these two possibilities, the total number of questions grows on average over one timestep according to
with initial condition M(0) = 1 representing the single seed question of the network. Simplifying and making a continuum approximation, this difference equation becomes:
The exploration rate constant ρ (2 − γ ) ≡ η plays an important role in the overall network growth. This first-order ordinary differential equation has solution
The number of links grows linearly with a rate η that combines the average rates ρ and γ . Intuitively, the network grows faster if questions are more likely to be innovative (larger ρ ), and/or the worker is able to suggest a question for both items at the same time (smaller γ ).
The solution to the rate equation for question growth can be used to compute the mean number of worker answers per question:
Theorem 2 (Mean answer density). The mean answer density (number of answers per question) is A → 1/η as t → ∞.
Proof. We define the mean number of answers per question as A = total number of answers total number of questions .
At every time step a question in the network accumulates a single answer from a worker. The denominator of (2) is the solution (1), and so the average density of answers per question must grow like
The mean answer density represents the uncertainty in the system since there is generally more certainty (but not necessarily correctness) in crowd responses when more workers on average have independently answered questions. Controlling the answer density, and therefore the certainty, now boils down to controlling the exploration rate η. The mean answer density's dependence on η also encapsulates an 'exploration-exploitation' tradeoff: lower η leads to higher answer density, but at the cost of less exploration in the network; higher η increases the exploration but lowers answer density and makes more uncertainty in the network. In this null model, the crowdsourcer does not make choices that can exploit this, but tuning between these poles is a key component of the probability matching algorithm we introduce in Sec. 2.2.
The previous two theorems govern global properties of random question networks. We now turn to properties of individual items within the network to explain the unequal distribution of questions attached to items:
Theorem 3 (Rich-get-Richer model). A node i entering the network at time t i will gain degree, on average,
where H is the Heaviside function.
Proof. An existing item i only gains a question when the crowdsourcer chooses a question attached to i and the worker answering that question proposes a new question involving i. A question (i, j) associated with item i is selected by the crowdsourcer with probability k i (t)/M(t), where k i (t) is the degree (number of questions) of i at time t. After the worker answers question (i, j) she must innovate (probability ρ ) with an item w that is not already a neighbor of i (and w i) and the new question must be (w, i) (probability γ /2) or it must be two questions (w, i) and (w, j) (probability 1 − γ ). If the worker introduces question (w, j)
only (probability γ /2) then i does not gain a new question and so this possibility does not contribute to k i (t). Combining these possibilities together, k i (t) evolves on average according to
We approximate and simplify this difference equation as before:
where k i (t i ) is the initial degree when item i was introduced at some time t i . Integrating Eq. (4)
results in
We see from this derivation that the rich-get-richer, preferential attachment mechanism [33] is automatic when questions are chosen at random: an item i is more likely to appear in a chosen question the more questions it has, and therefore items with more questions are more likely to gain further questions than other items. Further, the degree of an item depends critically on two parameters. The ratio of exploration rate η to ρ equally affects all items in the network. On the other hand, the time of entry t i dampens the growth of items that enter the network late and increases the growth of earlier items. This phenomena is often referred to as the 'first mover's advantage', and in the context of crowdsourcing a growing network, items entered earlier in the system accrue more questions than later items.
Using the local estimate of item degree to derive the global degree distribution of the network, we find Theorem 4 (Degree Distribution). The degree distribution of the growing question network
as t → ∞.
Proof. Following [39] :
defines an item i's cumulative distribution function. Solving (8) for the time of entry t i we arrive at
and rearranging:
Entry times t i of items into the network follow a distribution proportional to ρ uniformly through time.
and after normalizing we discover the time of entry follows a uniform distribution. Referring back to (9) and taking the integral definition of a cumulative distribution, Differentiating (10) with respect to k uncovers the degree distribution:
Our theoretical analysis is supported by simulations of growing question networks. We conducted 5, 000
simulations and recorded the degree distribution P(k) and degree k of items across different values of exploration rate η and time of item entry t i . Figure 2 (a) validates the slower rate of question accrual for late arriving items, and Fig. 2(b) shows the degree distribution's match to theory by the collapse of each curve over multiple values of η.
Probability matching algorithm for growing question sets and nets
Most algorithms for steering workers toward tasks choose questions by defining a metric that captures important characteristics in the system. For example, algorithms stressing accuracy often build metrics that reward higher numbers of answers for questions, achieving a p-value below a pre-defined threshold, or diminishing the variance of questions.
The framework of probability matching, specifically Thompson sampling [12] (TS), is one of the most powerful ways to efficiently choose from a set of dynamic options when choices must be made with limited information. Unlike greedy algorithms, one of the strengths of TS is that its stochastic nature prevents choosing locally optimal questions only.
To Thompson sample from a set of options, one assumes a random variable X which follows a distribution ϕ(x | θ i (t)), where θ i (t) is a set of parameters specific to i at time t. One draws an x i (t) for each option i and selects the option j with the smallest x (or largest x, depending on what x represents), j = arg min i x i (t).
After option j is played (the worker's answer is received), the parameters for option j are updated. Often x is a Bernoulli random variable and it is natural for ϕ to be the conjugate Beta distribution with parameters α, β which are updated depending on whether x = 0 or x = 1.
For specific problems, TS depends on an appropriate reward function. In the context of crowdsourcing, one generally cannot verify the accuracy of crowd answers, so the best choice is to reward certainty or consensus. If the crowd is consistent in their responses for a given question, then that implies the question is being answered as well as possible under current conditions. Thus, in contrast to the Bernoulli Bandit problems typically studied with TS, we do not want to reward 'yes' answers over 'no' answers only. Instead, we want to reward choices that lower the crowdsourcer's measure of uncertainty for questions.
A natural measure of uncertainty for a categorical random variable is the Shannon entropy. However, efficiency is important to a crowdsourcer. If a question has 200 responses which are evenly split, that is very different than a question with 2 responses which is also evenly split, despite having the same entropy.
Generally, the crowdsourcer would prefer to assign a worker to the latter question, as there is greater hope of lowering its uncertainty and the crowdsourcer is not spending further resources on a question which is unlikely to be informative.
This argument guides us to choosing a metric involving both the total number of answers to a question and how evenly distributed those answers were over the categories of that question. We introduce a metric called link bias (d) that is sensitive to the uncertainty of a question, but unlike entropy, also accounts for the total number of answers. To begin, the multinomial distribution, with C − 1 parameters, naturally models the distribution of a general question's total number of answers T across C possible outcomes, and the Dirichlet distribution, conjugate to the multinomial, can estimate the parameters of the multinomial. Since we expect no available prior information, a non-informative prior can be used. In the case of two categories, which we focus on, the Dirichlet distribution reduces to the Beta distribution (B(α, β)).
In order to define question uncertainty, we need a reference point. At a question's peak uncertainty, workers have answered evenly among the question's (C) categories causing an equal proportion of answers per category. In our binary case (C = 2), this corresponds to a proportion of 1/C = 1/2. We transform the proportion of answers for question (i, j) to the distance from maximum uncertainty with d ≡ 1 2 − p i j (1) , where p i j (1) is the fraction of '1' or 'yes' or 'true' answers. When p i j ∼ B(α, β), the probability density of
where for simplicity the dependence of α, β on (i, j) has been suppressed. Intuitively, a low link bias (d ≈ 0)
is given to questions undecided by the majority yet (a uniform proportion of answers in each category), while a high link bias (at most d = 1/2) tells us the link was decided unanimously.
However, the link bias alone may not sufficiently steer the crowdsourcer to choose questions with a lower number of answers. If needed, we can combine a preference for sampling questions with a low number of answers, with a preference for question that are uncertain, by weighting (12) by the current number of answers to define a new 'weighted phi' metric ϕ N :
uv∈E N uv (13) where N i j is the total number of answers to question (i, j) at the time of sampling.
Thompson sampling of questions via ϕ or via ϕ N defines the two probability matching algorithms we propose. These algorithms handle growing networks of questions automatically and are in addition fully applicable to problems without graphical relations between questions. We will conduct experiments on growing question networks testing the relative performance of both algorithms, and comparing them to other baseline strategies, such as randomly choosing questions.
Experiments
We conducted two experiments to test the theoretical analysis and the Thompson sampling methods. For the first experiment, we superimposed two distinct network structures onto a previously conducted crowdsourcing task [17] where questions have been time-ordered to mimic a growing question network, and used this to test three different question selection algorithms. The second experiment used a new synonymy proposal task we performed on the Mechanical Turk crowdsourcing platform [2] , and exemplifies a true growing question network.
Experiment 1
In order to determine the effectiveness of choosing questions based on link bias, we first performed a fourarmed experiment using the Recognizing Textual Entailment (RTE) dataset [17] , a set of 8, 000 binary answers (0 or 1) over a set of 800 unique questions.
For simulating question growth, we superimposed graph structures onto the question set to link the 800 questions together. We built 5, 000 Erdos-Renyi (ER) and Barabasi-Albert (BA) networks [41] . These two options represent the extremes of network structure, and were chosen to test the robustness of question selection algorithms over different networks. An ER network [31] (specifically the G(n, m) formulation)
starts with a set of N nodes and 0 links; a pre-specified number of links M are placed in the network choosing randomly without replacement from all possible N 2 pairs of nodes. In contrast, the BA network [33] starts with 2 nodes joined by a single link, nodes are added one at a time until all N nodes are placed, and each new node attaches to m 0 existing nodes in the network. New nodes attach to an existing node i with probability k i / n∈N k n , a mechanism that is often called preferential attachment.
For simulation purposes, each ER network realization must contain exactly 400 nodes, 800 links, and be connected. BA networks are connected by design; we still enforced the same number of nodes (400) and links (800) as the ER networks. Each simulated crowdsourcing was initialized with one question (a link in the network connecting two corresponding item) chosen at random from the underlying network. During the simulated crowdsourcing, workers answer a question with a 1 with probability equal to the proportion of 1's observed in the original RTE dataset for that question, otherwise the worker answers 0. Next, and with probability ρ , a new node (item) is introduced into the network by selecting randomly from the unseen neighbors of either i or j within that simulation's graph 3 . If there are no new items to add corresponding to the selected question, this iteration is undone and the algorithm continues. All simulations were run with ρ = 0.20 and 6, 000 time steps.
Simulations were performed independently for each of four arms. The condition of each arm governs how questions are selected by the simulated crowdsourcer:
Random: The first arm of the experiment had a condition where questions were chosen randomly from the pool of already visited edges.
Looping:
The second arm uses a looping question selection algorithm. The first edge that entered the system is answered by a worker, then the second edge in the system is given to a worker, then the third edge and so on. When the algorithm reaches the most recent edge within the system it starts again from the oldest edge.
Thompson sampling with ϕ: The third arm uses Thompson sampling to select edges based on smallest link bias (ϕ). 
Experiment 2
This double-armed experiment created a growing question network from scratch, and evaluated the ϕ Nbased sampling versus random sampling. We paid workers on Amazon's Mechanical Turk crowdsourcing platform [2, 42] to participate in a synonymy validation and proposal experiment. Synonymy proposal is a good test application for the frameworks we study because workers can easily understand the task and are more easily capable of proposing new questions (by suggesting new synonyms). Of course, data on synonymy relations are available in lexical resources such as WordNet [43] , which may be used in this specific task for assessing the accuracy of proposed synonyms, but our goal with this task is validation and comparison of the frameworks. In Experiment 2, each worker completes up to 100 synonymy tasks being compensated at $0.04 USD per task. Each synonymy task gives a pair of words to a worker and asks whether or not they are synonyms. After they answer either 'yes' or 'no', we allow the worker to suggest additional synonyms for each word of the given pair, or a single synonym associated with the combined word pair (Fig. 3) .
The question selection algorithm draws from all previous worker suggestions, and delivers a question to the next queued worker. The random arm chooses links using the same methodology as the random arm 
Evaluation metrics
For the first experiment, we measure five attributes to decide the superior question selection algorithm. At each time step t, for each simulated network we record network properties
and
the fraction of items and the fraction of questions seen at time t, respectively, where V(t) (E(t)) denote the number of items (questions) at time t, V(∞) (E(∞)) denote the total number of items (questions) at the end of the experiment, and 1 is the indicator function.
Next, we record the entropy S and expected link biasd averaged over all currently visible questions to quantify uncertainty in the network:
where p i j (x) is the (laplace-smoothed) fraction of binary answers of x for question (i, j).
The final evaluation metric, mean answer density, measures how well covered each question is in a particular network (see also Thm. 2):
where the N i j (x) represents the count of answer x corresponding to link (i, j) (at time t). Figure 4 displays the five evaluation metrics associated with Experiment 1, averaged over the 5, 000 ER and BA networks.
Results
We denote this average with · . The ϕ N selection algorithm outperforms all others in exploration and uncertainty metrics across ER and BA networks. This selection algorithm explored more of the network, and faster, as evidenced by f edges and f nodes , although all methods perform well along these measures. A lower S and higher ϕ compared with the other algorithms showed ϕ N -based sampling suppresses uncertainty. Although the ϕ N algorithm performed well on these metrics, A fell below other algorithms in the BA network. The overall performance of ϕ N -sampling in experimental simulation nominates it as an ideal candidate for Experiment 2's more realistic setting. Experiment 2's random and probability sampled arms ended with 8, 000 and 7, 840 answers provided by 279 and 324 workers, respectively. Figure 5 shows the constructed random and sampled synonym networks.
Qualitatively, we see that items are more evenly connected by questions in the probability sampled arm than in the random arm ( Fig. 5(a) vs. Fig. 5(b) ).
Quantitatively, in Fig. 5 (c) the probability sampling algorithm discovered more questions and items In general, the sampling algorithm achieved much higher rates of exploration than random while sacrificing only a marginal degree of confidence in question responses.
Discussion
We study the problem of efficient assignment of crowdsourcing tasks to workers when those workers are also able to propose tasks themselves. Using workers to contribute new tasks and not merely perform predetermined tasks helps unlock the true potential of crowdsourcing. We formulate a growing question network model for this problem, prove theoretical properties of this system, and develop and validate Thompson sampling algorithms that can guide workers to grow the network efficiently, while only sacrificing minimal confidence in labels.
Modeling the evolution of the uncontrolled question network teaches us how to better design crowdsourcing policies. For example, by monitoring the innovation rate (ρ) and exploration rate (η) of the growing question network, a crowdsourcer may be able to better and more efficiently control the question network as it grows. At the same time, the rich-get-richer growth of items (older items are attached to a larger fraction of questions), implies that crowdsourcers should pay special attention to the newest items entering the network, to balance out this bias.
Thompson sampling is fast, easy to implement, and flexible enough to capture the preferences of different crowdsourcers, but it is only one potential policy for question selection. More rigorous question selection techniques can be implemented which may outperform the proposed techniques, but with potentially more restrictions. The Thompson sampling algorithms proposed here work for both question nets but also non-network question sets, and can naturally accommodate both growing and static questions sets and nets. Further, statistical inference of question parameters and worker features [28] , based on extensions of the null model analyzed in Sec. 2.2, can be used by the crowdsourcer to better pair workers with questions.
In the future we will address more detailed schemes for question selection. Questions that contain more than a binary (1/0) should be further investigated, although the only adaptation of the above selection scheme is in the choice of metric to Thompson sample from. Different network structures may lend themselves to different problems, and assessing the accuracy of the network inferred by the crowdsourcing will also be investigated.
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